MOBILE CRUSHING & SCREENING EQUIPMENT

Product Deck

SALES ⋅ RENTALS ⋅ SERVICE ⋅ PARTS

Based in Birmingham, AL, Crusher Works sells and services aggregate machinery. Our
products include crushers, screens, shredders, grinders, chippers, roll-sizers, trommels,
conveyors, mini-crushers and compactors.
For over 30 years combined, our company has supported a wide range of industries
including recycling, sand and gravel, limestone quarries, coal mines, asphalt, concrete,
demolition, top soil, mulch and compost. We are an authorized dealer for Alabama,
Georgia, the Gulf Coast, Mississippi and Tennessee of SANDVIK, EDGE, BRETEC, ATLAS
COPCO and more.
We are committed to building long-term relationships based on integrity, Performance,
value and client satisfaction; continuing to meet the changing needs of our customers
with quality services delivered by highly qualified people
From additional screens to bearing replacement or any other spare parts, we have also
made a significant investment in our spare parts shop and appreciate the importance
of providing service and spare parts at short notice. Further even, Crusher Works also
stocks replacement and spare parts for many other portable types of crushing and
screening equipment such as Extec, Fintec, Powerscreen and Finlay.
At Crusher Works, we are dedicated to satisfying our customers and will tailor each
Experience to match their unique needs. We strive to exceed expectations in affordability,
quality and on time deliver.

SANDVIK CONE CRUSHERS

The Sandvik Hydrocone and S-Type mobile crushing solutions can meet your challenges. Put the worlds most technologically advanced
mobile cone crusher to work and be sure to meet any size reduction challenge. Each model in the range can crush in almost any application.
With its robust and easy to service design, it’s the most versatile and trusted cone range on the market today.

SANDVIK JAW CRUSHERS

Make sure you get the maximum return on your investment. All Sandvik Jaw Crushers are equipped with features designed to optimize
throughput and reduce cost. User- friendly features and control systems improve safety and operator experience. With equipment extending
from 35 to 135 tones, Sandvik has a crusher to suit every application.

SANDVIK IMPACT CRUSHERS

The Prisec Impactor revolutionizes performance and versatility in mobile impact crushing. This unique concept, exclusively available
to Sandvik Impactors, enables a single unit to operate in either primary or secondary mode and provides unparalleled levels of control,
flexibility and productivity in recycling and quarrying applications.

SANDVIK SCREENS

There is often a fine line between what you can sell and what goes to waste. Sandvik understands the difference. Their mobile screening range
offers a variety of solutions for your needs, including patented doublescreen technologies. This technology utilizes two inline, independent
screen boxes. Whatever your screening challenges, we have a solution with highly durable single screen and two or three deck doublescreens
available.

SANDVIK SCALPERS

The Sandvik tracked scalping range consists of heavy duty tracked, self-propelled, open-flow and grid-based screening and stockpiling
systems. The hardwearing nature of the range makes them the perfect solution for applications in quarrying, contracting, surface mining
and recycling. They provide tailor-made solutions for diverse materials such as limestone, granite, asphalt, sand, coal, concrete, landfill and
demolition waste.

SANDVIK DRILLS

Sandvik Rock Drilling is renowned for quality, reliability and high productivity. Every machine is designed to give the lowest possible cost per
meter drilled in addition to a low lifecycle cost.

EDGE ROLL- SIZER

The RS1500 Roll Sizer has been innovatively designed to be able to process material for a wide range of applications ranging from coal to
road construction. The robust design coupled with its maneuverability and small footprint ensures the RS1500 is a formidable option for the
quarrying and recycling sector. Its impressive cubical piece size, minimal fines, low power consumption and high tones per hour results in it
being the sensible option for many applications. Impressive design features such as tramp metal cycles, intelligent load sensing systems and
easy selected piece sizing ensures high productivity with little to no down time regardless of feed pattern/method or feed material.

EDGE TROMMELS

The Edge Trommel combines high production rates with ease of use in robust, portable and versatile screening plant. The trommel range
is highly flexible with multi- purpose screening ideal for applications such as top soil, recycling, composting and C&D waste. Designed for
maximum productivity, the Edge trommel series incorporates heavy-duty construction design and zero spillage.

EDGE SHREDDERS

The ranges of Edge shredders are the most flexible and functional slow speed shredders on the market today. Designed with strength, durability
and serviceability in mind the Slayer range can handle almost any material in any application. With a huge range of both rapid volume
reduction and intricate piece sizing chambers available, the Slayer can be seen anywhere from the waste management company to the power
plant.

EDGE TRACKED CONVEYOR

Edge tracked stockpiler/-tracked conveyor series ensures the operator maximizes the processing of materials by keeping screens, crushers or
shredders operating at maximum capacity. The tracked stackers from Edge boast a variety of features including robust construction and huge
stockpiling capacity. It is perfect for recycling, demolition or quarry applications where mobility, performance and durability are paramount.

EDGE WHEELED CONVEYORS

Purpose designed to produce impressive stockpiling capacity with large stockpiling volumes, the Edge MS- Series range has been designed
with productivity, mobility and minimizing operators” cost in mind. The MS-Series wheeled stacker conveyors are designed and manufactured
to deal with increased production capacity and to facilitate larger stockpiles. The MS-Series stacker conveyors are the most cost effective and
efficient way of stockpiling material on the market today.

EDGE PICKING STATION

The Edge modular picking station is the most robust, durable, long lasting and user friendly picking station on the market today. It boasts
a range of features that makes it very popular with transfer stations, skip hire companies, waste handling depots etc. The MPS has been
uniquely designed so that picking bays can be easily added or removed in line with changing requirements. This unique feature enhances
the versatile nature of the MPS meaning it can fit pretty much any scenario!. Designed with a range of applications in mind it can be fitted
with options such as roofing, lighting, heating and more.

BANDIT BEAST HORIZONTAL GRINDERS

Bandit beast grinders are some of the most versatile grinders on the market. The most important benefits of the beast is the quality and
uniformity of the end product. Breaking down materials by cutting, splitting, grinding and now also chipping, provides a multitude of options
for producing a desired end-product. Various tooth options, screens of almost any size or shape and ability to change infeed conveyor’s feed
speed allows you to produce materials uniform in size and consistency to bring top dollar.

MINI CRUSHERS

The use of mini crushers enables any operation to benefit from recycling material together with the added cost savings associated with
waste disposal and aggregate delivery. Mini crushers customers are not only environmentally friendly by using the crushers but also save
extraordinary amounts of money! Implementing onsite recycling does not only save significant amounts of money but long term also reduces
overall carbon footprint by reduction in vehicle movements. A mini crusher negates the need for collection and delivery of site waste and
new aggregates.

BRETEC BREAKERS

Bretec first made its mark in the hydraulic breaker OEM business back in 1994. Now 20 years after Bretec’s first impact, a Bretec branded
breaker offering of silenced and pin-on hydraulic breakers is here. The eight-model Bretec range has been strategically placed to offer
competitive products that are good quality and cost-effective for the middle segment market

ATLAS COPCO COMPACTORS

The Dynapac latest generation of articulated tandem roller and single drum vibratory rollers are designed to meet the needs of contractors,
road contractors and rental companies alike. With their state-of-the-art designs and unique features, they represent yet another example of
Atlas Copco’s innovative thinking. When Atlas Copco developed this generation, they applied their unmatched know-how in the field to the
entire compaction mission. This ranges from planning the task, through to the rolling phase, to analyzing the results once the job is complete.
The operator of a Dynapac roller will be in full control, as ergonomics are optimized, control panels clear and visibility outstanding.
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